Fact Sheet

DXC Label Extension for
Warehouse Management
Optimize label design with
access to your batch master
data

Advantages
• Save time and resources with
optimized label design
• Reduce the number of label
layouts you need to make
• Ensure data accuracy by
referencing batch data from
your ERP installation
• Use without technical
expertise
• Fast verification of label
layouts with instant label
views and previews

Designing and printing labels is a critical business function.
Without access to your crucial batch data, this can be a time
consuming, error-prone and manual process. In addition,
when designing labels with an external label tool you often
need to make modifications to the code after you copy it over
to your Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
application. DXC Label Extension for Warehouse
Management dramatically simplifies this process by
providing seamless access to batch master data in your ERP
installation, so you can make label designs to meet your exact
business needs and create multiple, different labels from a
single label design.
Ensure data accuracy and seamless
access to your batch data

Save time and resources with
optimized label design

DXC Label Extension for Warehouse
Management works seamlessly with
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and
Operations to optimize your label design
processes. The solution extends standard
document routing capabilities and
ensures data accuracy by referencing
all the crucial batch master data for
your batch-controlled products. You can
then include this information in your
label designs.

Create labels in a fraction of the time
with an intuitive and familiar interface.
Simply copy label layouts from your
external label designer into Microsoft
Dynamics 365, and DXC Label Extension
for Warehouse Management will
automatically merge data from the
correct batch data fields, without any
further customizations or the need for
technical expertise.
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Features
• Built for Microsoft Dynamics
365 for Finance and
Operations
• Seamless integration with
your document routing
processes
• Access batch data fields
and attributes, and include
additional details about
your batch-controlled
products in your label
designs
• Automatically merge data
from external label design
tools without code
modifications
• Viewer Tool to view and
monitor all labels printed in
your ERP system

Improve operational efficiency with
instant label previews and views

DXC and Dynamics 365 — all you
need from one experienced partner

Quickly make changes to existing label
layouts and preview the changes as you
design. With the DXC Label Extension,
you can view finished labels containing
label layouts and master data from
inside Microsoft Dynamics 365 as they
are generated by the system.

DXC Technology is a leading, global
Microsoft Dynamics 365 partner. With a
strong ERP and CRM foundation, and
deep IT capabilities, we offer expert help
on everything from hardware,
infrastructure, hosting, support and
service to management and process
consultancy. Our experienced consulting
can help you find solutions that address
current challenges and enable future
plans.

See real-time label printing status
notifications
When running a continuous production
flow within a global network, several
printers can produce many labels per
day. The DXC Label Extension's built-in
Viewer Tool provides an overview of all
labels printed from your ERP system with
efficient, real-time status notifications.
When your system generates a new
label, you can open a browser-tab that
shows a preview of the label with the
specific data included, so you can
quickly verify the label layout and
content.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology

Get the insights that matter.
www.dxc.technology/optin
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About DXC Technology
DXC Technology, the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, manages and modernizes
mission-critical systems, integrating them with new digital solutions to produce better business outcomes. The
company’s global reach and talent, innovation platforms, technology independence and extensive partner
network enable more than 6,000 private- and public-sector clients in 70 countries to thrive on change. For
more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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